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of Ireland than in Belfast and in Belfast than in the
corresponding trades of Great Britain, Belfast-is now
on a level with Britain, but Free State wages stand at
a much higher rate. In August 1923, for instance,
dock-labour in Dublin was insisting on a pound a
week above the Liverpool rate. The result has been
the closing down of many industries—notably in
Dublin the shipbuilding firm—and an endless series of
strikes. There is little evidence that the labour leaders
can control the men whom they represent or that
the body of the workers understand when a demand
is impossible. In short, trade unionism in Southern
Ireland is much closer to what is called Bolshevism than
in Ulster. Labour is less educated in its own economics.
The attempt to make all employed persons act
together in mutual support has almost completely
broken down. Strikes are sectional. Yet the fact
that almost any branch of industry may call on its
men to lay down its tools because there is a dispute in
a wholly different form of employment makes for unrest.
The fact remains, however, that the firm of Guinness
have been able to avoid strikes; and the branch of
Ford's works established in Cork also holds an effective
weapon in the threat to close down what is the best-
paid work in Ireland, even though Cork has had a
larger experience of strikes than any other Irish town.
Apart from these cases, Irish employers have not been
successful in maintaining good relations with labour,
and the fault is probably not only on one side.
For Southern Ireland, the acutest phase of the labour
problem concerns the land. The best type of farming
cannot be produced by a man depending only on the
labour of his own family: and it is a grave question
what wage the farmer can pay and earn a profit. On
the answer to that hangs the decision whether tillage
must continue to decline.
It is strange that this chapter need take little account
of sea-going pursuits, Ireland, admirably placed for
.seafaring, has never used her position. There is ship-

